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(54) METHOD FOR MANAGING AND MAINTAINING AN ACCURATE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME IN A 
NETWORK WHEN A FAILURE OCCURS

(57) The method for managing an accurate distribu-
tion of time in a packet network, the packet network com-
prising a peer-to-peer transparent clock (P2P TC) hard-
ware support, the peer-to-peer transparent clock (P2P
TC) being at least used in order to measure and correct
delays of link or path adjacent to network elements and
NE residence time, a Master (106) /Slave (108) end-to-
end synchronization path (112) comprising a first set of
network elements (1041, 1042, 1043).

Each time stamped packet comprises at least a cor-
rection field (CF) indicating the cumulated transmission
delay of the said packet along the synchronization path,
the correction field (CF) being updated by each network
element of the first set.

The method comprises :
d detecting a failure event;
d storing by the first element (1042) a measured past
path delay (P_LD) of at least one previously transmitted
time stamped packet received by the first element ;
d calculating a new correction field value being a function
of:
o the incoming current value of the received correction
field (CF) ;
o the first network element residence time;
o a first value depending of a measured past path delay
value (P_LD) ;

d generating a first indicator when detecting a failure.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates generally to communica-
tion systems which involve packet switched network,
called PSN and time distribution in such a network. More
precisely, the invention relates to a method for managing
an accurate distribution of time, especially when the en-
vironment is degraded, i.e. when a failure occurs within
an equipment or on a path of the network impacting the
information transfer relating to the distribution of time. In
a main aspect, the invention is related to the maintaining
of operational services of time distribution and delay
measurements when a IEEE Standard 1588-2008 peer
delay mechanism has failed.

Background technology

[0002] It is known to implement, within a packet tele-
communication network, a specific equipment or device
- called thereafter as transparent clock - on a given net-
work node/element (e.g. router or switch) aiming at taking
into account this network element residence times - i.e.
delays undergone by different synchronization packets
to come across such a network element, it is also called
as "transit delay" or "residence time".
[0003] Transparent clocks are implemented on re-
spective network elements - e.g. routers or switches -
along a communication path between a given pair of mas-
ter and slave clocks or Master and Slave ports, called
thereafter respectively as "Master" and "Slave". They ex-
change synchronization time-stamped packets aiming at
distributing the time reference from the Mater to the Slave
along said communication path. In this document, such
time-stamped packets also called synchronization pack-
ets.
[0004] On the basis of conveying time control packets,
a transparent clock can, by default, measure and inform
the Slave of the associated network element residence
times, said transparent clock is called as an end-to-end
transparent clock. When a transparent clock is also able
to measure neighboring link/path delays - said measure-
ment method being called as the peer delay mechanism
- the transparent clock is called as a peer-to-peer trans-
parent clock.
[0005] A given pair of peer-to-peer transparent clocks
are said to be "adjacent" if they are peers to each other
with regards to the peer delay mechanism. Two such
adjacent peer-to-peer transparent clocks can be directly
connected via a network physical "link" or can by sepa-
rated by a network "path" made of successive combina-
tions of network links and network elements.
[0006] As an example of method implementing trans-
parent clocks and time control packets, the standard
IEEE 1588V2, also called Precision Time Protocol re-
lease 2 version or PTPV2, of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) can be considered.

[0007] In the present description, a transparent clock
TC may be, as defined in the IEEE 1588V2 standard : a
peer-to-peer transparent clock, "P2P TC".
[0008] Within the specific case of a full P2P TC deploy-
ment - i.e. whereby all the possible intermediate network
elements between the Master and the Slave are associ-
ated with a P2P TC- the distribution of time (or frequency)
is impacted when P2P TC operations fail to guarantee a
correctly synchronized frequency and/or time between
the Master and the Slave. Thus, corrective and proactive
actions are required to deal with P2P TC failures and
especially with failures related to the peer delay mecha-
nism.
[0009] In the present document, a network architecture
with full or partial deployment of P2P TCs is called as a
P2P network architecture. Similarly, when a network el-
ement is supported by a P2P TC, the term "network el-
ement" and the term "peer-to-peer transparent clock" are
used interchangeably.
[0010] Figure 1 represents a P2P network architecture
comprising P2P TCs ensuring path delay measurements
between each node and residence time measurements
of each traversed node on the end-to-end synchroniza-
tion path between the Master 106 and the Slave 108.
[0011] Although depicted with one peer delay instance
per considered segment, a given link/path delay could
be measured twice by two peer delay instances, each
measurement instance being triggered by one or the two
adjacent P2P TCs delineating the considered link/path.
But, this targeted redundant operation mode suffers from
strong issues especially while considering :

- the objective of these two measurement instances:
for a same link/path, these two measurement in-
stances aim at covering the case when synchroni-
zation packets transmission directions change rela-
tively to the rules imposed by the PTPV2 standard

- that both involved ports have to be capable of gen-
erating messages. It means that if a failure occurs
at one side, e.g. one port unable to generate mes-
sages, then both instances fail.

[0012] The messages exchanged within a P2P net-
work architecture comprise different fields aiming at shar-
ing synchronization data and/or time distribution informa-
tion between the network elements. Such messages can
be for instance Sync messages as defined in the IEEE
1588V2 standard. One field within the messages is par-
ticularly used in a P2P network architecture, it is called
the "correction field" as defined in the IEEE 1588V2
standard.
[0013] The semantics of the correction field of ex-
changed messages in a P2P network architecture can
cumulate up to three values:

- Network element (NE) transit delays : residence
time ;
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- mean path delays, called "path delays" and ;
- path delay asymmetries.

[0014] When a failure occurs within a given peer delay
mechanism of such an architecture, the downstream
(with regards to the time distribution direction) P2P TC
has to be declared as in a FULL failure state whereas
some of its remaining interesting capabilities could still
be maintained for supporting the time distribution (e.g.
NE residence time measurements).
[0015] The figure 1 represents in each NE : 1041, 1042,
1043, an associated peer-to-peer transparent clock (P2P
TC) : 1021, 1022, 1023. The peer delay mechanism - pro-
viding the measurement of an adjacent path delay infor-
mation, also called peer delay information - allows for
cumulating into the correction field CF of the Sync mes-
sage with said path delay information and residence time
across each NE.
[0016] The peer delay mechanism is based on a
scheme which requires a mechanism for bidirectional
message exchanges 120 and 130.
[0017] Considering a full failed P2P TC, while only a
specific failure at the Peer delay mechanism occurs, limit
reconfiguration and protection schemes and conse-
quently yields to non-optimal and non-cost effective so-
lutions.
[0018] More specifically, there is no defined mecha-
nism for efficiently managing a failed peer delay mech-
anism within a chain of P2P TCs.
[0019] Currently if a failure is internally detected by a
transparent clock itself and that the PTP TCs is declared
in a failed state, reactive/proactive operations can be per-
formed.
[0020] One solution consists in detecting the failure
and replacing a synchronization path between the Master
and the Slave by another valid path, like a backup syn-
chronization path.
[0021] Figure 2 represents such a solution in which a
backup end-to-end synchronization path 110 is identified
and activated in order to allow path delay and residence
time measurements.
[0022] It exists some mechanisms which allow for in-
forming the related slaves 108 of a failure event along
the synchronization path without precisely advertising
the specific nature of this failure event.
[0023] This advertisement allows a slave-centric ap-
proach - meaning that the reconfiguration of the synchro-
nization path is driven by the slave- for triggering the se-
lection of a backup path 110 avoiding the failed transpar-
ent clock. In the figure 2 , the backup path comprises a
set of NE 1044, 1045, 1046, 1047, which are associated
respectively to TCs 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027
[0024] This solution has two mains drawbacks :

• It considers switching the synchronization signal on
a backup path: practically, this is not always possible.
For instance, when no backup path is available,
switching of PTPV2 traffic to the backup path is not

allowed as the former is in-band, meaning mixed with
users’ data traffics.

• This solution does not consider the announcement
of a specific partial failure event. It means that it only
considers a full failure state announcement.

[0025] A second solution consists in deploying an in-
ternal redundancy in each NE and associated TC. Inter-
nal redundancy can be used meaning that an additional
protection scheme can be used locally. When the PTPV2
based path delay measurement failed then this meas-
urement operation can be performed by another internal
module.
[0026] In essence, this solution puts several imple-
mentation constraints and is not cost effective.
[0027] Indeed, these approaches require the provi-
sioning of internal transparent clock redundancies and
switching procedures - which increase the cost of the
transparent clock itself - and/or significant reconfigura-
tion times as the synchronization manager is generally
a remote element usually located in a central office at
the network core level.
[0028] Such significant reconfiguration times imply fur-
ther Slave requirements (e.g. frequency stability, phase
transients filtering) and thus an additional cost thereof.
[0029] If a failure is not internally detected by the
failed/failing transparent clock itself, a reference clock
might be used to control the transparent clock frequency
deviation. This reference clock could be embedded either
locally - i.e. either within the transparent clock or within
an associated network element - or could be available
through an external synchronization signal, such as a
retimed bit stream. In this case, a locking system might
be able to detect any deviation between the frequency
carried by the retimed signal and the frequency generat-
ed by the local oscillator of the transparent clock.
[0030] Disappointingly, these methods also required
additional costs, for instance in hardware element such
as a Phase Locked Loop.
[0031] When using a long holdover mode, in case of
failure detection, a holdover mode is triggered at the slave
level, meaning that the progression of time is driven by
the stability of the slave oscillator frequency. This behav-
ior is not relevant for long time holdover. As an illustration,
the Time deviation between two high quality/expensive
clocks (i.e. Primary References Clocks - ITU-T G.811
characteristics) is already 2ms per day. Typical slave
clocks are far from these best- in-class clocks.

Summary

[0032] One object of the invention is to overcome at
least some of the inconveniences of the state of the art.
Some embodiments of the invention allow to improve and
maintain an operational protection schemes for P2P ar-
chitecture when a failure event occurs disabling the peer
delay mechanism between two adjacent P2P TCs.
[0033] It is an object of the invention to provide a meth-
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od for managing an accurate distribution of time in a pack-
et network comprising a plurality of network elements NE
allowing packet transmission, the packet network com-
prising a peer-to-peer transparent clock P2P TC hard-
ware support in at least one network element, the peer-
to-peer transparent clock P2P TC being at least used in
order to measure and correct :

• path delays between two adjacent network elements
implementing the peer delay mechanism of said
packet network and ;

• residence times in each traversed network element
of said packet network,

of time-stamped packets, within a Master /Slave end-to-
end synchronization path comprising a first set of network
elements and their associated peer-to-peer transparent
clocks, the Master and Slave exchanging time stamped
packets through the first set of network elements, each
time stamped packet comprising at least a correction field
CF indicating the cumulated transmission delay of the
said packet along the end-to-end synchronization path,
the correction field CF being updated by each network
element of the first set.
[0034] The method comprises :

• detecting a failure event in the end-to-end synchro-
nization path by a first element of the first set ;

• storing by the first element a measured past path
delay of at least one previously transmitted time
stamped packet received by the first element ;

• calculating a new correction field value being a func-
tion of:

s the incoming current value of the received cor-
rection field in the first network element ;
s the first network element residence time ;
s a first value depending of at least one meas-
ured past path delay value by the first element.

[0035] In one preferred embodiment, the method com-
prises generating a first stability indicator reflecting the
risk of using a past path delay value instead a measured
one when detecting a failure event by the first element
to the Slave.
[0036] The stability indicator allows for assessing the
potential time distribution error from the master to the
slave of using a past path delay value instead a measured
one when detecting a failure event by the first element
to the Slave.
[0037] Advantageously, the first network element de-
tects an internal failure event occurring within the path
delay measurement between the first network element
and its upstream adjacent neighbour.
[0038] Advantageously, the first network element de-
tects a failure event occurring in its upstream adjacent
neighbour.
[0039] Advantageously, the current value of the cor-

rection field CF of at least a time-stamped packet trans-
iting in the first element is updated with the transit value.
[0040] Advantageously, the new correction field value
is transmitted to the Slave through a time-stamped pack-
et transiting in the first element in a TLV field- TLV refer-
ring to the "Type Length Value" - of the said time-stamped
packet.
[0041] In another embodiment, at least one of the pre-
vious past path delay values, for instance the last record-
ed in the first element, is transmitted to the Slave through
a time-stamped packet transiting in the first element in a
TLV field of the said time-stamped packet. In that em-
bodiment, the Slave computes the new correction field
value instead the first element.
[0042] Advantageously, the first value is a function of
a previous set of past path delays which are stored in the
first element.
[0043] Advantageously, in one embodiment, the first
value is a mean value of a previous set of past path delays
which were stored in the first element. In another embod-
iment, the first value is the last path delay which was
stored by the first element.
[0044] In a particular mode of the invention, the failure
event disables the peer delay mechanism of the P2P
protocol between the first element and its upstream ad-
jacent neighbour in the synchronization path. The meth-
od is particularly suited to this context.
[0045] Advantageously, the first indicator is generated
in a signalling message belonging to the IEEE 1588V2
protocol from the PTP protocol..
[0046] Advantageously, the first indicator is generated
in a specific created TLV field of a PTP message, the
TLV being added to the time-stamped packet by the first
network element.
[0047] Advantageously, the correction field is in the
header of a signalling message from the PTP protocol.
[0048] Advantageously, the correction field value of
each time stamped message transiting in the said first
element is updated when failure event is detected by the
first element.
[0049] Furthermore, one other object of the invention
concerns a network element for updating at least a field
of data of at least a message transiting in a packet net-
work, the said network element allows detecting a failure
event occurring in a path delay measurement mecha-
nism, the network element being associated to a peer-
to-peer transparent clock in order to determine and cor-
rect path delays and network element (NE) residence
time of time-stamped packets, each time stamped packet
comprising at least a correction field CF indicating the
current cumulated residence times and path delays of
the said packet on the synchronization path.
[0050] The network element and its associated P2P
transparent clock allow for:

• detecting a failure event in the end-to-end synchro-
nization path of the first set ;

• storing a measured past path delay of at least one
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previously transmitted time stamped packet ;
• calculating a new correction field value being a func-

tion of :

s the incoming current value of the received cor-
rection field ;
s the first network element residence time ;
s a first value depending of a measured past
path delay value ;

• generating a first stability indicator reflecting the risk
of using a past path delay value instead a measured
one when detecting a failure event by the first ele-
ment to the Slave.

Brief description of the drawings

[0051] These and other aspects of the invention will be
apparent from and elucidated with reference to the em-
bodiments described hereafter with reference being
made to the drawings in which:

j figure 1 illustrates an end-to-end synchronization
path between a Master and a Slave through different
NEs and P2P TCs used in the current solutions;
j figure 2 illustrates a solution of the state of the art
when a failure occurs by reconfiguring a backup syn-
chronization path;
j figure 3 illustrates a packet network implementing
a method according to the invention ;
j figure 4 illustrates the peer delay mechanism of a
P2P transparent clock architecture ;
j figure 5 illustrates the packet network of figure 1
wherein a P2P TC presents a failure.

Detailed description

[0052] In the following description, a PSN defines a
"Packet Switched Network". The Precise Time Protocol
is called "PTP" and refers hereafter to the IEEE 1588 v2
standard.
[0053] Figure 3 represents a hierarchical synchroniza-
tion architecture of time distribution in a PSN network. In
such network, a grandmaster clock MC distributes a ref-
erence time through the network to slave clocks SC. Ad-
ditionally to the MS and SC, a set of P2P transparent
clocks TC and boundary clocks BC allows peer delay
mechanism in the network.
[0054] The boundary clock BC allows for segmenting
the synchronization network into areas with bounded
packet delay variation. The grandmaster MC, the bound-
ary clocks BC and the slave clocks SC are organized into
a tree-like hierarchy with the grandmaster as the root of
this hierarchy, the slave clocks as its leaves, and bound-
ary clocks as intermediate elements. The grandmaster
distributes the time reference towards the slave clocks
across this tree-like hierarchy. The synchronization path
between the grandmaster MC and a given slave clock

SC can be decomposed as a succession of pairs of Mas-
ter and Slave with one Slave of the upstream segment/ar-
ea becoming the Master of the downstream segment/ar-
ea. Between a given pair of the aforementioned Master
and Slave are deployed P2P Transparent clocks TC. The
later allow for taking into account the overall end-to-end
transmission delays of PTP packets between the Master
and the Slave.
[0055] In such related synchronization architecture, for
each network element, called NE, along the end-to-end
communication path between a Master and a Slave , a
P2P TC is implemented. Each NE is associated to a P2P
TC. This latter particularly allows for measuring PTPV2
message residence time within the NE, also called transit
delay, and adjacent upstream path delays of the 1588V2
event message/packet.
[0056] A NE may be for instance a router or a switch.
[0057] Figure 4 represents the peer delay mechanism
of a P2P transparent clock architecture as described
within the IEEE 1588V2 standard. This mechanism al-
lows for measuring the path delay between two ports that
implement the peer delay mechanism. This measure-
ment is conducted by all ports of a network element im-
plementing the said mechanism. Both ports, sharing a
given link/path, independently make the measurement
and both ports know the path delay. The path delay meas-
urement starts with port 1 issuing a P_REQ message,
also known as "Pdelay_Req message" and generating
a timestamp t1 for the P_REQ message. tP1 represents
the time scale in port 1 of a first peer entity P1. P_REQ
messages are represented by arrows 130 on figure 1, 5.
[0058] Port-2 receives the P_REQ message and gen-
erates a timestamp t2 for this message. Port-2 returns a
P_RESP, also known as "Pdelay_Resp message", and
generates a timestamp t3 for this message. tP2 repre-
sents the time scale in port 2 of a second peer entity P2.
P_REQ messages are represented by arrows 120 on
figure 1, 5.
[0059] In order to minimize errors due to any frequency
offset between the two ports, Port-2 returns the P_RESP
message as quickly as possible after the receipt of the
P_REQ message.
[0060] Port-2 either:

• returns the difference between the timestamps t2
and t3 in the P_RESP message ;

• returns the difference between the timestamps t2
and t3 in a P_RESP_Fup, also known as
"Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up message" ;

• returns the timestamps t2 and t3 in the P_RESP and
P_RESP_Fup messages, Respectively Port-1 gen-
erates a timestamp t4 upon receiving the P_RESP
message. Port-1 then uses these four timestamps
to compute the mean path delays.

[0061] As defined in the IEEE 1588V2, the peer delay
mechanism mainly consists of the exchange of P_REQ
/ P_RESP messages in order to measure the mean path
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delay between 2 PTP peers implementing the peer delay
mechanism while considering opposite communication
directions. This latter "link/path delay" is called "path de-
lay".
[0062] The method of the invention allows maintaining
operations of path delay measurements in a degraded
context. The degraded context corresponds to a failure
events related to the peer delay mechanism on P2P TCs,
i.e. related to the path delay measurement mechanism.
In that case, the failure event disables the nominal path
delay measurement of the peer delay mechanism.
[0063] The method of the invention is related to a one-
step mode, i.e. without implementing the P_RESP_Fup
message, or to a two-step-mode, i.e. implementing
P_RESP_Fup message.
[0064] The method of the invention is related either to
a one-way mode or a two-ways mode. It means that the
invention is applicable to the unidirectional message
transmission from the Master to the Slave (i.e. Sync
transmission only) and PTV2 messages in both commu-
nication direction (i.e. exchange of Sync, Delay_Req and
Delay_Resp). Nevertheless the invention appears par-
ticularly advantageous in the one-way and multicast
modes.
[0065] Figure 5 represents a end-to-end synchroniza-
tion path a Master and a Slave of a packet network where-
in the end-to-end synchronization path presents such a
failure as described above. The method of the invention
allows for updating the correction field of at least a SYNC
message in order to maintain the synchronization chain
in a degraded state as per lack of peer delay measure-
ments between 2 peers implementing the peer delay
mechanism such as 2 P2P TCs. The scope of the inven-
tion is applicable to messages which carry data field com-
prising data as defined in the correction field of SYNC
messages.
[0066] In reference to figure 5, a packet network com-
prises P2P transparent clocks 1021, 1022, 1023 in order
to measure the respective residence times of packets
through elements 1041, 1042, 1043 of said network.
[0067] More precisely each network element 104i is
associated to a P2P TC 102i whose functions consist in
measuring the network element residence times and the
network element upstream path delay information related
to the time-stamped packets transmitted between a Mas-
ter 106 and a Slave 108 through at least one end-to-end
path 112.
[0068] In this embodiment, said control packets and
pair of Master 106 and Slave 108 operates accordingly
to the IEEE 1588V2 protocol already mentioned.
[0069] Transparent clocks 1021, 1022, 1023 opera-
tions, according to said protocol IEEE 1588V2, are es-
pecially dedicated to fight out the packet jitter - i.e. the
Packet Delay Variations (PDVs) - within the network as
well as the PDV-induced communication path delay
asymmetry, often mentioned as "network noise", where-
by the communication delay of one PTPV2 message in
one direction (e.g. from Master 106 to Slave 108) signif-

icantly differs from the delay of a related PTPV2 message
(i.e. with the same sequence number) in the opposite
direction (e.g. from Slave 108 to Master 106), which is
inherent to PSNs ("two-ways" approach).
[0070] Considering a P2P transparent clock scheme,
a one-way time distribution , from the Master to the Slave
is generally sufficient and efficient , for achieving strin-
gent synchronization requirement at the Slave level.
[0071] Thus, without P2P transparent clock, the
PTPV2 performance is very dependent on the network
traffic load which is by nature unpredictable and depend-
ent on the variability of the cumulated path delays along
the end-to-end synchronization path. In order to over-
come peer delay mechanism failures in an efficient way,
each peer-to-peer transparent clock implements the
method of the invention.
[0072] According to a first aspect of the invention deal-
ing with a first step, the method allows the detection of a
failure at the peer delay mechanism level by a network
element. Depending of the localization of the failure, at
least one network element is able to detect the failure
event.
[0073] It exists different methods allowing a failure de-
tection. According to figure 4 when a message expected
as described above, i.e. P_REQ, P_RESP or
P_RESP_Fup, is not received by a network element, an
alarm can be raised in order to alert a failure event.
[0074] The methods described in the patent applica-
tion EP2367309 can also be used in order to detect and
alert such a failure event.
[0075] In figure 5, a failure event 200 occurs on the
link/path between NE 1041 and NE 1042. The failure
event is such that it only disables the peer delay mech-
anism between NE 1042 and NE 1041.
[0076] According to a second aspect of the invention
dealing with a second step, the said network element and
its associated transparent clock allows for updating some
data from specific time stamped packets. The updated
data allow for maintaining the synchronization path and
allow for informing the Slave of the failure event in the
network and its localization.
[0077] According to a third aspect of the invention deal-
ing with a third step, the method allows for generating a
specific indicator indicating the localization of the peer
delay mechanism failure event to the impacted Slave.
[0078] The method of the invention allows using SYNC
message which is sent from the Master NE 106 to at least
a Slave NE 108.
[0079] The SYNC message has a specific field as de-
scribed above, called "correction field", which indicates
a cumulated value of residence time and path delays of
the transmitted SYNC message along the end-to-end
synchronization path 112. While considering a full P2P
TC support, It comprises the transit delay across each
NE and each link/path delay between N E.
[0080] The method of the invention allows for detecting
a failure event which disables the peer delay mechanism.
[0081] When the failure event occurs in the path be-
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tween two adjacent NEs (or two PTP peers implementing
the peer delay mechanism) , both NEs may detect any
dysfunction with its neighbor. It means that both NEs are
able to detect a failure event at the peer delay mechanism
level.
[0082] When a failure event occurs in a given NE, the
failure event disables at least the peer delay mechanism
on at least a second adjacent NE located downstream
between the Master and the Slave. The second NE is
capable of detecting a failure event occurred upstream
on the link/path. Alternatively, the first NE can also detect
the failure event thanks to an internal mechanism.
[0083] The method of the invention comprises a step
which allows for detecting a failure event impacting the
peer delay mechanism between two adjacent NEs.
[0084] When such a failure event is detected by a pair
of adjacent NE/P2P TC, the method of the invention al-
lows for a local updating of the correction field of the
SYNC message with at least a past value of the meas-
ured path delay, called a "measured past path delay val-
ue". If the method is applied to messages equivalent to
SYNC messages, the updating step of the method re-
mains unchanged.
[0085] The past value is stored in the P2P TC prior to
the failure event. The past value is used instead of the
real-time one. The invention allows for using memory ca-
pabilities of the NE or the associated P2P TC for storing
at least one past value of the measured path delay in
order to update the correction field of the SYNC message
when a failure occurs.
[0086] In that aspect, the method of the invention al-
lows an advertisement to the impacted Slave of a failure
event at the peer delay mechanism level and the impact
of the used protection schemes in terms of stability.
[0087] An indicator is used for this purpose. This indi-
cator particularly allows the Slave for taking reconfigura-
tion decisions for instance.
[0088] In a first embodiment, the indicator could be
supported by the header of the SYNC message in an
unoccupied/undeveloped field of the header (e.g. Control
Field).
[0089] In a second embodiment, the indicator could be
supported by a TLV, referring to the "Type Length Value"
semantics within SYNC messages.
[0090] In a third embodiment both the updated value
of the CF and the indicator could be supported by a TLV
extension field of a time stamped packet.
[0091] This indicator has at least two roles.
[0092] A first role comprises indicating a failure event
for the peer delay mechanism. This is a "failure indicator"
which is an alarm dedicated to inform the impacted Slave
with the following goals:

• to control the stability of the protection mechanism ;
• to localize the failure in the end-to-end synchroniza-

tion path 112 and the impacted peer delay mecha-
nism between two adjacent ports and the possibly
port responsible for that failure.

[0093] A one-bit ID field can be used with ID=1 for in-
dicating a working peer delay mechanism or ID=0 for a
failed one. Another field may be assigned for announcing
the failed peer delay port.
[0094] A second role comprises indicating the stability
of such protection scheme on the distribution of time. In
that case, the indicator can be considered as a "stability
indicator". Although demonstrating low variations along
time, corresponding for instance to optical transmission
delays, the delay variability of the missing/assessed path
delay may finally have an impact on the time accuracy
at the Slave level after a given observation time. The
method of the invention allows for controlling and man-
aging this risk. Accordingly, this stability indicator
announces :

• the provisioned path delay with the date of estimation
or measurement ;

• the typical variance/ stability of this delay over one
or different observation times.

[0095] In others embodiments, the failure indicator and
the stability indicator may be supported by dedicated An-
nounce or Follow-up messages. Although P2P TCs are
by principle transparent to the Announce message, they
may be implemented in such a way.
[0096] In one embodiment, the indicator when indicat-
ing a failure event cannot be modified by others NE of
the synchronization path. It ensures a good transmission
to the Slave of the localization of failure event.
[0097] Accordingly, an impacted Slave of a failed syn-
chronization link/path can take advantage of the protec-
tion scheme stability indicator by finally triggering or not
triggering the holdover mode or a path reconfiguration
avoiding the failed P2P TC, e. g. switching to a backup
path.
[0098] The method of the invention allows a local han-
dling of the modification of the SYNC message which
transits across the NE 1042 which has detected the failure
event.
[0099] The method of the invention allows for updating
the data of the correction field of at least a SYNC mes-
sage transiting in the network element 1042 with a new
value once the failure event has occurred.
[0100] The new correction field value, is a function of :

• the current value of the correction field of the incom-
ing SYNC message ;

• the network element residence time ;
• a first value depending on a measured past path de-

lay value.

[0101] If the correction field is called CF, and a past
path delay value is called P_LD, we have :

Outgoing_CF value = Incoming_CF value + NE res-
idence time + P_LD.
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[0102] A past path delay value can result from an av-
erage of several past values. For instance, an average
past path delay value can be defined as the average of
N measured past delay values stored in the NE/P2P TC.
In one embodiment N = 3 last stored values.
[0103] The correction may be performed according to
the link/path connected to the ingress port of the SYNC
message and according to the link/path connected to the
egress port for P_REQ messages.
[0104] In one embodiment of the invention, the TLV
field may be updated with statistical data allowing post-
processing analysis by an impacted Slave.
[0105] The TLV of the SYNC message may be updated
with :

• the past path delay information
• the variance of a set of past path delay information
• observation time
• environmental conditions such as temperature.

[0106] The method of the invention allows for estab-
lishing a protection methodology addressing a peer delay
mechanism failure.
[0107] Only a failed path delay measurement is reject-
ed from the synchronization signal, still taking advantag-
es of the other resources or information on the end-to-
end synchronization path (NE residence time and path
delay measurements of other links or paths).
[0108] This mode is theoretically better than a pure
holdover mode which drives the progression of time with
respect the local Slave frequency reference.
[0109] This mode is also theoretically better than the
scenario considering P2P TCs as E2E TCs, meaning that
all peer delay mechanisms are deactivated while consid-
ering a two-way signalling between a Master and a Slave.
Indeed, for this latter case, time accuracy at the Slave
level depends on the variability of ALL path delays of the
synchronization chain whereas the presented solution
considers the impact of only one missing path delay
measurement.
[0110] As an illustration, considering a long synchro-
nization chain with 9 P2P TCs and thus 10 path delays
then in case of a failure event on a peer delay mechanism
related to a P2P TC, the impact of path delay stability on
the time accuracy would be reduced by a 10 ratio.
[0111] The mean path delay could be provided by the
peer delay mechanism at the PTPV2 level or by similar
mechanism at the physical layer.
[0112] The method of the invention aims at offering a
suitable protection scheme for P2P TCs experimenting
a failure at the peer delay mechanism level. The pro-
posed solution allows for using P2P TCs in a degraded
mode, meaning that it saves synchronization resources.
Accordingly these well suited solutions are cost-effective
comparatively to general state-of-the-art protection
schemes.
[0113] The presented solution allows for keeping the
same synchronization topology within an optimized one-

way and multicast mode.
[0114] The method of the invention allows better re-
source provisioning, resource allocation and stability of
the synchronization topology than the solutions from the
state of the art.
[0115] The different aspects of the invention particu-
larly cover the mobile network application demonstrating
stringent frequency and time accuracy requirements
(e.g. microsecond time accuracy) at the slave level. A
full P2P Transparent Clock deployment is one viable ap-
proach for addressing such an issue.
[0116] As mentioned above, this proposal can partic-
ularly be well-suited for a full deployment of P2P TCs
where a P2P TC is implemented on every NE within the
PSN but, depending on the embodiments, this "full de-
ployment" implementation might not be required. For in-
stance, end-to-end TC or PTP-unaware network ele-
ments can be intermediate elements between 2 (adja-
cent) P2P TCs.

Claims

1. Method for managing an accurate distribution of time
in a packet network comprising a plurality of network
elements (NE) allowing packet transmission, the
packet network comprising a peer-to-peer transpar-
ent clock (P2P TC) hardware support in at least one
network element, the peer-to-peer transparent clock
(P2P TC) being at least used in order to measure
and correct delays of :

• path delays between two adjacent network el-
ements of said packet network and ;
• residence times in each traversed network el-
ement of said packet network,
of time-stamped packets, this capability defining
a peer delay mechanism, a Master (106) /Slave
(108) end-to-end synchronization path (112)
comprising a first set of network elements (1041,
1042, 1043) and their associated peer-to-peer
transparent clocks (1021, 1022, 1023), the Mas-
ter and Slave of the end-to-end synchronization
path exchanging time stamped packets through
the first set of network elements, each time
stamped packet comprising at least a correction
field (CF) indicating the cumulated transmission
delay of the said packet along the end-to-end
synchronization path, the correction field (CF)
being updated by each network element of the
first set, wherein the method comprises :
• detecting a failure by a first element (1042) of
the first set in the end-to-end synchronization
path between a first element and its upstream
adjacent neighbour, both implementing a peer
delay mechanism ;
• storing by the first element (1042) a measured
past peer delay (P_LD) of at least one previously
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transmitted time stamped packet received by
the first element ;
• calculating a new correction field value being
a function of :

s the incoming current value of the received
correction field ;
s the first network element residence time ;
s a first value depending of a measured
past path delay value (P_LD).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the method
comprises generating a first stability indicator of the
path delay when detecting a failure event by the first
element (1042) to the Slave.

3. Method according to any claim from 1 to 2, wherein
the first network element detects an internal failure
event occurring within the path delay measurement
of the path between the first network element and its
upstream adjacent neighbour.

4. Method according to any claim from 1 to 2, wherein
the first network element detects a failure event oc-
curring in its upstream adjacent neighbour.

5. Method according to any claim from 1 to 4, wherein
the current value of the correction field (CF) of at
least a time-stamped packet transiting in the first el-
ement (1042) is updated with the first value.

6. Method according to any claim from 1 to 4, wherein
the new correction field value is transmitted to the
Slave through a time-stamped packet transiting in
the first element (1042) in a TLV field of the said time-
stamped packet.

7. Method according to any claim from 1 to 6, wherein
the first value is a function of a previous set of past
path delays which are stored in the first element.

8. Method according to any claim from 1 to 7, wherein
the failure event disables a peer delay mechanism
of the P2P protocol between the first element and its
upstream adjacent neighbour within the synchroni-
zation path.

9. Method according to any claim from 2 to 8, wherein
the stability indicator allows for assessing the poten-
tial time distribution error from the master to the slave
of using a past path delay value instead a measured
one when detecting a failure event by the first ele-
ment to the Slave.

10. Method according to claim 9, wherein the stability
indicator indicates:

• the provisioned path delay with the date of es-

timation or measurement ;
• the typical variance/ stability of this path delay
over one or different observation times.

11. Method according to any claim from 9 to 10, wherein
the stability indicator comprises measured statistical
data allowing post-processing analysis by an impact-
ed Slave of the end-to-end synchronization path, the
measured statistical data comprising at least one
measured information from the following list :

• a past path delay information ;
• a variance of a set of past path delay informa-
tion;
• an observation time information;
• environmental conditions information, such as
temperature.

12. Method according to any claim from 2 to 11, wherein
the first indicator is generated within a signalling
message from the PTP protocol.

13. Method according to any claim from 12, wherein the
first indicator is generated in a specific created TLV
field of a PTP message, the TLV being added to the
time-stamped packet by the first network element.

14. Method according to any claim from 1 to 13, wherein
the correction field (CF) of each time stamped mes-
sage transiting in the said first element is updated
when failure event is detected by the first element.

15. Network element for updating at least a field of data
of at least a message transiting in a packet network,
the said network element (1042) allows detecting a
failure event (200) occurring in the measurement of
a peer delay (120, 130), the network element (1042)
being associated to a peer-to-peer transparent clock
(1022) in order to determine and correct peer delays
and network element (NE) residence time of time-
stamped packets, each time stamped packet com-
prising at least a correction field (CF) indicating the
current cumulated transmission delay of the said
packet on the end-to-end synchronization path
(112), wherein the network element (1042) and its
associated P2P transparent clock allow :

• detecting a failure event in the end-to-end syn-
chronization path (112) of the first set ;
• storing (1042) a measured past path peer delay
(P_LD) of at least one previously transmitted
time stamped packet ;
• calculating a new correction field value being
a function of :

s the incoming current value of the received
correction field ;
s the first network element residence time ;
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s a first value depending of a measured
past path delay value (P_LD) by the said
network element.

16. Network element according to claim 15, wherein the
network element (1042) and its associated P2P
transparent clock allow generating a first indicator
when detecting a failure event by the first element
(1042) to the Slave.

17. Network element according to claim 16, wherein it
allows the achievement of steps of method according
claim 1 to claim 14.
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